Central signals rapidly switch tactile processing in rat barrel cortex during whisker movements.
Palpatory movements ('active' touch) are an integral part of tactile sensing. It is known that tactile signals can be modulated in certain behavioral contexts, but it is still unresolved to what degree this modulation is related to movement kinematics and whether it stems from tactile receptors or from central sources. Using awake, head-fixed rats, trained to contact an object, we measured trajectories of muscle-propelled whisker movement precisely and compared tactile responses to contacts thus accomplished with 'passive' contacts (motionless whisker contacted by object). Multielectrode extracellular recordings in deep layers of barrel cortex revealed that when the animals moved their whiskers actively, tactile processing switched from high response amplitudes, wide cortical representation and low background firing, to low response amplitudes, narrow spatial representation and elevated background firing. Switching was fast (<100 ms) and unrelated to the degree of alertness as assessed by spectral analysis of pre-contact field potentials. Switching persisted when information about whisker kinematics was interrupted by transection of the infraorbital nerve and contacts were mimicked by peripheral electrical stimulation. Taken together, these characteristics render central signals derived from the motor system a likely contributor to the processing of active touch.